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Sky above, food below

To a nation living on its
knees, violence-plagued
polls seem a death knell

Tribune photo by Charles Cherney

Adam Carter sells beer at Wrigley
Field and gets change for the world.

Wrigley
vendor’s
off-season
passion

By Paul Salopek
TRIBUNE CORRESPONDENT

Micro-philanthropist
travels globe making small
donations to those in need
By Ted Gregory
TRIBUNE REPORTER

His fellow beer vendors sometimes tease Adam Carter for wearing knee and back braces and an ergonomically designed strap to
schlep the Old Style and Budweiser
he hawks at Wrigley and U.S. Cellular fields.
They call him the most accessorized beer vendor, and they notice
that he is less likely to join them for
late-night carousing than he used to
be.
But those who know Carter well
know his mettle. A Fulbright Scholar with degrees in cultural anthropology and international development, Carter, 33, works as a vendor half the year.
The other half he is an international micro-philanthropist trying
to save forgotten, impoverished
nooks of the world one modest donation at a time.
Carter of Chicago is part of an
under-the-radar, altruistic movement that gives small, strategic, direct help to needy people in other
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John Jackson goes head over heels as he flips
through the air on a Euro Bungy as the annual
Taste of Chicago begins its run Friday in Grant

Park. The festival, featuring tasty treats from area
restaurants, music and other entertainment, continues through July 6.

World of change in winemaking
Vineyards from Bordeaux to
Croatia to China to Michigan
adjust to a market revolution
THE WINE LINE
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Roberts’ record on high court
defies ’05 pledges of centrism
Chief Justice
John Roberts’
defenders
praise him for
narrower
court rulings
and more
consensus.

WASHINGTON BUREAU

By Bill Daley
Chicagoans are thirsty. Whether it’s an
$8 glass of 2006 Brooks Riesling from
Oregon raised in a toast at Webster’s
Wine Bar in Lincoln Park, a $15 bottle of
French rosé named the “Pink Criquet”
and tossed back on an Oak Park porch, or
a $2,125 bottle of Gaja’s 1978 Italian Barbaresco, sipped respectfully at one of
Charlie Trotter’s prime tables, folks are
reaching for wine.
More than a common love for fermented grape juice ties these wine drinkers
together, yet few recognize it.
It’s the 45th parallel, an imaginary line
encircling the world halfway between the
North Pole and the Equator.
The 45th parallel is more than an exercise in geography. It symbolizes and connects the increasing globalization of

JOHANNESBURG — Zimbabwe’s
shattered opposition released its
roll call of dead last week.
The list, e-mailed to the international media, was clearly prepared
in haste. It contains the kind of typographical errors that arise, one imagines, from taking fast dictation.
The language is as flat and terse as a
small-town police report. Still, for
the first time, people who died in
Zimbabwe’s recent political agonies
now have the decency of being
named.
The chilling details of these largely invisible murders—in which all
but four of the 85 victims were members of the opposition Movement for
Democratic Change, while most of
the alleged killers belong to President Robert Mugabe’s youth militias—are as good an elegy as any for
the death of a democracy.
Was abducted and later found
dead. That is the most common description of execution on the list.
But the brief recountings of other
political killings—a man assaulted
while sitting down to eat dinner, others attacked while tending their
shop, working in a flour mill, or puttering in a garden—hint at the
strangely workaday, domestic quality of life in Zimbabwe even as it
morphs into what now more resembles a bald-faced dictatorship.
The final blow to democratic
hopes came Friday, when a widely
condemned runoff election promised to reinstall Mugabe in power.
Diplomats now predict that up to a
million new refugees, hungry and
desperate, may flood out of the freefalling wreck called Zimbabwe in
the coming year. On the death list
are some who won’t get that chance.
(“Edna Lunga ... they locked her in

By James Oliphant

TRIBUNE CRITIC

The 45th parallel encircles the
globe, marking
vineyards both
legendary and
emerging, and
reflecting a
changing wine
landscape.
Tribune reporters follow the
line in a series
of occasional
articles.

Lament for
democracy
in Mugabe’s
Zimbabwe
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Alana Bialik (left) and Catie Olson try a
45th parallel Riesling Friday in Chicago.

flavors, changing climate concerns and
the eternal search for good wines at bargain prices.
In the world of wine, the 45th parallel is
the global equivalent of the Magnificent
Mile in terms of quality and cachet. It
threads its way through the Bordeaux
and Cotes du Rhone regions of France,
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WASHINGTON — With his third
term as chief justice coming to a
close amid three explosive cases last
week, John Roberts has proved to be
almost everything conservatives
hoped and liberals feared.
Despite pledges during his 2005
confirmation hearing to hew to judicial centrism, Roberts has shown
himself to be a reliable member of
the Supreme Court’s right flank—
rarely, if ever, disagreeing with its
positions on civil rights, gun control, the death penalty, affirmative
action and a host of other issues.
That may come as no surprise to
those who paid close attention to
Roberts’ career before his elevation
to the high court, but the picture is
at odds with the non-ideological face
he presented after his nomination.
“I come before this committee
with no agenda, no platform,” Rob-

erts told the Senate Judiciary Committee in 2005. “I will approach every case with an open mind.”
Roberts branded himself then a
judicial “umpire” who called the
balls and strikes as he saw them,
without reference to ideology.
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WEATHER
Showers and cooler.
High 71, low 57.
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Don’t Miss The Wild Warehouse Event!

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN FREE GAS ALL SUMMER.
$1,000 value, one winner per store. Sweepstakes runs June 29 - July 5. So step on it!
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